Schlori-Swim Cushions
Instructions for use
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SCHLORI swim cushions only retain air when they are wet. There is no reason to worry when,
especially at the beginning, the SCHLORIS lose a little air.

Inflating

Wet the material thoroughly before each use. The fabric has to be wet to keep the air.
1. Draw one corner of the cushion apart and form with your thumbs a dent of
		
approximately 3 ½ ” (8 cm).
2. Place your mouth tightly around the dent and blow firmly on mentioned area.
		
With some experience ven children are able to do this by themselves.
3. Position the wider strap with the buckle under the breast.
		
The buckle only serves to adjust to the right size (body circumference).
4. The cushions must be positioned directly behind the arms.
		
Tie a bow with the two smaller straps in the back.
Carrying Capacity

Accordingly to EU-Regulations flotation devices for children up to 12 years must have a buoyant
force of at least 25 Newton. SCHLORI -Swim cushions have a buoyancy of 50(!) Newton. So they do
not have to be filled up tightly to carry a child safely, and there is no need of constant air replenishing. In
the course of swimming lessons the instructor is able to deflate the cushions, thereby slowly but steadily
reducing the learner’s dependency on floatation devices.

Parents, who feel uneasy should try the cushions by themselves and partially deflate the air. They will be
surprised how securely SCHLORIS can carry even adult people.

Instructions for Care

Even in the tidiest swimming pool you will find fungus and bacteria by nature. These attack the wet fabric
on the long run. This is why SCHLORIS should be washed in clear water after use and dried totally once
a day. Fungus and bacteria are killed or at least decreased in numbers by drying. Every now and then
the cushions should be washed in the washing machine at 40°C. If not treated properly the cushions
might develop black spots by fungus and are no longer usable.

Durableness

SCHLORI swim cushions are made of heavy duty material. They passed the destructive verification
of German TÜV. It is impossible to tear off the straps of new cushions even on force. With one pair of
SCHLORIS numerous children can learn to swim, though chlorine water puts an end to every material.
As soon as the straps start to rip, SCHLORIS are worn out and should not be used any longer.

